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Abstract

Context-awareness constitutes an essential aspect of services, especially when interaction with end-users is involved. In this paper a solution for the context-aware development of web applications consisting of web services is presented. The methodology proposes a model based approach and advocates in favour of a complete separation of the web application functionality from the context adaptation at all development phases (analysis, design, implementation). In essence, context adaptation takes place on top of and is transparent to the web application business functionality. Starting from UML diagrams of independent web services and respective UML context models, our approach can produce a functional composite context-aware application. At execution level this independence is maintained through an adaptation framework based on message interception.

1. Introduction

One of the most desired features of an end-user service, from an operator’s as well as from a developer’s viewpoint, is the possibility to easily adapt the service to the preferences and needs of each individual end-user. This process, known as contextual adaptation, requires the service to exploit past and present information about the user such as current situation, location, profile, etc. The respective services are often characterized as context-aware services (CAS). Context can be seen as a set of information that includes user’s activity, location, personal preferences and current status, while the most widely accepted formal definition has been provided by Dey and Abowd [6]: “Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves”.

At the same time, there is an increasing trend towards offering Internet services to mobile users, as the advances in mobile devices capabilities allow for the provision of stripped down versions of traditional web applications. The provision of context-aware services is especially sought after in the area of mobile computing since the usage of mobile devices poses certain constraints [2], such as minimal user to service interaction and limited keyboard and screen size. Therefore the use of context information can play an important part as mobile service providers can make substantial use of this information, in order to provide new services (e.g. location based) or enhance the user experience of existing services.

The following three observations regarding Internet service provision can be particularly useful when it comes to the provision of such services to mobile users:

1. As the number of available web services (WSs) increases, the development of web applications that integrate existing web services has become more and more popular. In this manner, WSs are perceived as autonomous building blocks usable for the composition of richer Internet services. The majority of research activities regarding web service composition focuses on business to business interactions [10]; however, there is recently relevant activity regarding the creation of user-centric web applications. For example, mashups, which aggregate content and functionality from various sources providing new innovative services, typically utilize external web services as data sources.

2. Any user-oriented web application can be decomposed to a number of steps, each one concerned with a specific portion of user–application interaction. Furthermore, the wide adoption of the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern that is considered to be the standard for web application development provides sufficient decomposition of the application into a number of components whose roles are specialized [24]. MVC frameworks (e.g. Apache Struts) further facilitate development by allowing a
more straightforward mapping of the user interface (UI) flow to the contents of the source and configuration files. Apparently, business objects of the application model can be simply consumers of existing web services. Effectively, the web application, at design level, can consist of a diagram involving a set of states, actions executed on the states and events that trigger transitions between states, where the executed actions involve interaction with existing web services.

3. As far as the context adaptation of such services is concerned, it can be noted that although the interaction between the end-user and the service can be adapted to contextual parameters, the overall goals related to service logic are usually indifferent to context changes. For example, consider a service providing airport ticket bookings. Depending on the end-user context (e.g. financial constraints, preferred airlines) different operations belonging possibly to different subservices can be invoked. However, in every case the service goal remains the same regardless of the specific end-user context. Along this line of thought, core service logic and context handling can be treated as two separate concerns, both on modeling and implementation level.

The previous observations depict the potential for the development of context-aware web applications intended for mobile users based on existing web services. This approach has several advantages, most notably:

- Existing business layer components can be exposed as web services and be reused; in this manner code reuse is promoted and application development is based on proven and tested software modules.
- Third party web services can be utilized, thus reducing the development effort and integrating useful services into new, attractive applications.
- The contextual adaptation is performed while using context-agnostic components and can be modified without needing to intervene in their implementation.

In this paper, a methodology for the development of such applications is proposed. This methodology adopts a Model-Driven Engineering approach that employs Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams [18] during the design phase. It is shown that the concrete UML model is sufficient to result in the automatic generation of a functional web application consisting of web services. The modeling exploits a number of pre-defined profiles, whereas the target implementation is based on an architecture that performs context adaptation of web services based on interception of Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages. Furthermore, it is shown that the context adaptation process is entirely transparent to the core web application.

The following section presents related research efforts that inspired the main ideas contained in this paper.

2. Initial motivation and related work

One way to achieve the separation of business logic from context-dependent behaviour is to have the service in question composed of a service logic skeleton responsible for the main business goals of the service combined with several code stubs that would handle the context-dependent functionality. This idea of a skeleton and stub approach originates from the work carried out under the general term of Context-Oriented Programming (COP), which constitutes one of the first significant attempts of context adaptation in the implementation level. COP [13] makes use of open terms in program logic, goals that describe an entity’s role, contexts and stubs to extract context information from the main execution skeleton. Context-filling is done by matching and binding the open terms to external code parts called stubs which provide the desired adaptation. The Python programming language was used in COP's implementation, whereas stubs for context filling are stored in a stub repository.

In the field of web services, message interception has been suggested as a mechanism that separates business logic from context adaptation. Service requests and responses travel between web service clients and web services encapsulated in envelopes following the SOAP format. Context information related to a specific service can be handled by (i) extending the syntax of SOAP messages in a way that allows the inclusion of context information and (ii) intercepting these messages on the way and processing the embedded context information, leaving the context handling, as much as possible, outside web services themselves [14]. Processing can be performed either on the client or on the web service side using a specific Context API. This approach provides for substantial flexibility in handling context processing independently from the core service logic, although the manipulation of metadata on SOAP headers produces an undesired binding of the client software with the context adaptation mechanism.

At the same time, as web application development has evolved, a number of model-driven approaches have been proposed for the simplification and automation of the development process. A high level categorization of these can be performed taking into account whether they employ a Domain Specific Language or UML, which is a general purpose modeling language.

Two of the most notable web modeling methodologies and notations are WebML [4] and OO-HDM [21]. The WebML project has defined four models: the structural model (data content, entities and relation), the Hypertext Model (composition and navigation), the Presentation Model (layout and graphic appearance of page) and the personalization model (individual content based on users and groups). A CASE tool, called WebRatio, supports the software development lifecycle based on the WebML methodology. OO-HDM is an object-oriented method which focuses on the authoring process and is based on various models describing information (conceptual), navigation and interface aspects of these applications. A code generation process takes place exploiting the mapping of these models into running applications, in various environments. HyperDE is an open source environment supporting OO-HDM built upon Ruby on Rails3 MVC framework. An interesting observation on the aforementioned methodologies is that they focus on information modeling rather than modeling the functional design of the web application.

Another set of tools aiming at the automation of web application development employ a more open approach which includes purely UML notation (standard UML as well as UML profiles). These are known as Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [16] generators (e.g. AndroMDA4 and Acceleo5) and focus on the generation of a significant portion of the application’s source code. Their functionality relies usually on parsing the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) [19] representation of the defined UML models and applying a number of templates, in order to generate the target source code. Optionally, the developer will have to add or edit source code portions. Then, integrating with build and project management tools they can produce and deploy the final web application. Work in this direction has been performed in [12] where the automation of the generation of a web application designed around a user–service interaction flow based on UML diagrams is discussed. An obvious advantage of this approach lies in the adoption of open standards. The modeling is suf-
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Multichannel web applications has been proposed in [5]. Context and service is found in ContextUML [22]. ContextUML is a approaches towards modeling the interaction between context information and service development. One of the first approaches to modeling the interaction between context information and service is found in ContextUML [22]. ContextUML is a UML meta-model, which extends the existing UML syntax by introducing appropriate artifacts, in order to enable the creation of context-aware service models. ContextUML-derived models consist of class diagrams where classes correspond to context as well as service constructs, while UML dependency and association relationships express the interaction between context and service. The work in ContextUML has been extended in [20] towards the direction of further decoupling context model from service model design. Apart from class diagrams, UML activity diagrams were also used in this attempt for modeling the core service logic flow along with MD techniques and AOP. Another UML profile towards model-driven development of context-aware applications similar to ContextUML can be found in [9]. In this profile, context is categorized in state-based context that characterizes the current situation of an entity and event-based context that represents changes in an entity's state. Constraints are used on both context types to trigger various invocations: state constraints refer to specific points in time, while event constraints exploit historical data of context events. Context information can be either used to be mapped to specific values or modify the structure or the behaviour of the application. This UML model is then transformed to AspectJ code.

Finally, a framework supporting the design of context-aware multichannel web applications has been proposed in [5]. Context is rendered as a first-class actor allowing applications to adapt automatically to context changes without user intervention. The design of data (application data) is separated from the design of hypertext (application front-end). That way application data is enhanced with context information and then the hypertext is adapted to this context. Context information is added to the application data in the form of metadata, whereas context-aware capabilities are added in hypertext by adding context-aware pages (C-pages) responsible for interactions for context information retrieval. In the implementation level, context adaptation is performed mainly on the web application controller causing a significant binding of the web application programming with the context adaptation logic.

Starting from the main ideas presented above, the aim of this paper is to present a model-driven methodology for the creation of context-aware composite services targeting mobile clients out of existing services belonging to third parties or wrapped around existing legacy systems (which, in both cases, cannot be easily modified) using, as much as possible, off-the-shelf software tools. For these reasons context-awareness is handled at the service interface level that consists of operation invocations and the exchange of respective input/output parameters. In this manner the adaptation mechanism is transparent to the end-user service programming and alterations to the context adaptation policies can be performed without affecting the service functionality. In order to maintain a terminal independent implementation as much as possible, the application is designed as a web application. The modeling is performed in UML notation, in order to maintain a clear separation between the modeling tools and the application generation framework. Specifically, the service flow is modeled around a state transition diagram and separate models are used to model the external web services interfaces.

In comparison to the above mentioned approaches context management is not handled only on design or implementation level but is integrated into all development stages (analysis, design and implementation). At the same time the base application functionality is independent from the context adaptation logic, which is executed separately. Furthermore, context data are not incorporated into the main application, but maintained independently. Focus is given on the service functional design and application flow that indicates the order in which services are invoked and the actions that trigger these invocations. This way the web application design is not based on the service context adaptation and the application controller is left intact. Lastly, the use of UML instead of a domain specific language allows the use of already available modeling environments in order to visualize and edit the models by a wider audience. In the following section the proposed methodology is outlined along with the steps and technologies involved.

3. Context-aware development process

The development process presented in this work allows developers to exploit existing web services acting as reusable components towards the creation of composite web applications consisting of web service consumers. The web services comprising the application are adapted to context information separately without affecting the main application functionality. During the application execution this is guaranteed through a modularized architecture based on the interception of SOAP messages that encapsulate the WS requests and responses. The SOAP messages are modified accordingly to reflect the user and service context conditions. The final WS responses are included in the web application, whose implementation is based on the MVC architectural paradigm.

This separation of concerns is also maintained during the preceding stages of application analysis and design which leads to the mapping of the application design to platform specific code exploiting MDE tools (Fig. 1). The development methodology comprises of the following phases, which are detailed in the sections that follow:

- **Importation of existing service models in UML notation:** this step allows the reuse of existing services in the application under development.
- **Design of the application in the modeling environment:** the application is modeled in UML exploiting the imported models. The dependencies between context information and each business
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service present in the application, as well as the application flow indicating the order in which service operations are invoked, are also modeled here.

- **Mapping to platform specific code:** the result of the intermediate design phase is mapped to the source code and configuration files necessary for the application execution.

For the phases of the application design a number of UML profiles are introduced. These profiles – specific for the web service description, context information and presentation properties – are exploited during the modeling to capture different aspects of the application that need to be reflected in the resulting code (dependencies with context information, views and navigation, etc.). The imported service models of the first step also need to conform to the corresponding web service profile.

In the next section the application architecture is detailed with emphasis on the context adaptation of web services and their integration in the web application. Afterwards, the presentation of the introduced profiles and the development process in detail follows.

### 4. Context adaptation architecture

The supported applications of the context management architecture are designed as web applications following the MVC architectural pattern. Client requests are handled by the application controller, who performs appropriate calls to the business layer components, selects and populates the response views (Fig. 2). In the business layer, a number of web service clients implement locally the same interfaces as the ones found on the employed web service Web Services Description Language (WSDL) definitions. This approach allows for the direct reuse of existing business logic components exposed as web services, as well as the utilization of third party web services in the web application.

The adaptation to context is performed at the web service interface level. Specifically, the handler framework included in the JAX-WS specification [15] is exploited. Handlers are message processing modules that can be used to extend the functionality of a JAX-WS runtime system. Possible uses include message encryption or logging of web service activity. Handlers can reside on both client and server side, are organized in handler execution chains and may interact with incoming or outgoing messages based on their configuration. The extensions of the JAX-WS SOAP binding to the handler framework explicitly allow handlers to interact with the payload of SOAP envelopes. In this work, we employ handlers as means to adapt the content of exchanged messages based on context parameters.

The context management is performed through a modularized architecture (Fig. 3) that intercepts service requests and responses, retrieves the context information related to these messages and returns a modified message reflecting the context adaptation. The architecture is presented extensively in [11]. The message modification is carried out through a number of plugins. The context plugins communicate with the context sources that have direct access to the context information and alter the input (request) and output (response) messages to reflect the current user task and its environment. In this manner, the context adaptation is kept independent from the specific service implementation and clearly separated from the service logic. At the same time, the context adaptation logic can be altered at any time without making any changes to the web application, increasing thus the maintenance value of the proposed adaptation scheme. The context adaptation operations are performed by plugins, which are loaded automatically on runtime utilizing classloaders on the SOAP handler based on appropriate configuration files. Thus, the selection of the appropriate plugin, if needed, depends on the existing configuration, which can be altered at any time.

Specifically, the handler intercepts the SOAP message and may perform an adaptation, based on the message type (request or response) and the contents of the handler.xml configuration file, which associates the called web service operation with the appropriate plugin(s). The plugin(s) associated with the service is loaded by the handler. At this point the handler passes the SOAP Envelope to the plugin for processing. The plugin adapts the SOAP Envelope Body accordingly based on the contextual information returned from the context sources and returns it to the handler. The func-
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tionality of the handler remains the same in all cases of context management, i.e. message interception and loading of the appropriate plugin(s) which perform the modifications. All context adaptation logic lies in the development of the plugins and the configuration of the handler.xml file, both tasks clearly separated from the web application and the web services development and deployment procedure.

Each web service operation may be associated with one or more context plugins. The association indicates that one or more types of adaptation to context are to be performed depending on the number of plugins linked to the service. This mapping is represented in one configuration file: handler.xml. The main part of the corresponding XML Schema is depicted in Fig. 4. The file lists the available plugins (<plugin> elements) and their associations to business services (<association> elements). Each plugin identified by a unique ID (id attribute) is described by the name of the class implementing the plugin (classname attribute) and the package and jar file where it can be found (pckg and jarfile attributes, respectively).

In each association element one specific plugin indicated by its id (<pluginEnd> element) is associated with an operation call (operation attribute in the <serviceEnd> element) of a specific business WS (name attribute). These associations show that the adaptation implemented in the plugin needs to be performed on the WS call. After the plugin(s) have been loaded, it is their role to retrieve the context information and apply it accordingly. The file along with the plugins implementing the adaptation logic can be updated during runtime without interrupting the application availability.

The available plugins are separated in the categories of inPlugins used to modify SOAP requests and outPlugins used to modify SOAP responses (direction attribute in the <pluginEnd> element). This is where the actual SOAP message modification takes place. The loaded plugins utilize one or more context sources and returns the modified message to the handler. The context sources are also web services that expose the context data of the underlying infrastructure (e.g. sensors, user profiles management system, etc.) to the plugins.

In all cases the adaptation is performed based on the current context information at the time of the service invocation without taking into account previous context values. With respect to the handling of historical context data, this would require an additional entity responsible for keeping record of the past context values. This entity can be modeled as an additional context source that takes input from existing context sources and produces a new context value. According to this convention, the resulting context value can be used to manipulate SOAP messages. Such a scheme can be supported by the presented approach with minor

```xml
<xs:element name="plugin" maxOccurs="unbounded">
   <xs:complexType>
      <xs:complexContent>
         <xs:extension base="xs:string">
            <xs:attribute name="id" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
            <xs:attribute name="pckg" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
            <xs:attribute name="classname" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
            <xs:attribute name="jarfile" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
         </xs:extension>
      </xs:complexContent>
   </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="association" maxOccurs="unbounded">
   <xs:complexType>
      <xs:complexContent>
         <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element name="serviceEnd">
               <xs:complexType>
                  <xs:complexContent>
                     <xs:extension base="xs:string">
                        <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
                        <xs:attribute name="operation" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
                     </xs:extension>
                  </xs:complexContent>
               </xs:complexType>
            </xs:element>
            <xs:element name="pluginEnd">
               <xs:complexType>
                  <xs:complexContent>
                     <xs:extension base="xs:string">
                        <xs:attribute name="id" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
                        <xs:attribute name="direction" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
                     </xs:extension>
                  </xs:complexContent>
               </xs:complexType>
            </xs:element>
         </xs:sequence>
      </xs:complexContent>
   </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
```

Fig. 4. XML schema for the plugin association file.
modifications to the modeling process. However, this approach cannot be adopted, if the processing of past context data requires service behaviour modification that cannot be directly triggered by mapping past context to a new context value. In such a case it would be required from web services to keep context state, reason based on context state and alter their behaviour accordingly. This is an area for further study but it might be difficult to maintain the transparency between the web application and the adaptation mechanism at the modeling as well as at the implementation layer.

5. The modeling profiles

In order to be able to model a specific-purpose application in UML during the design process, an appropriate meta-model or profile needs to be defined first. Therefore, for the modeling of the complete web application and the context information, a number of profiles have been introduced. Meta-models extend the existing UML syntax to allow its use in domains of specific interest. Profiling is a specific meta-modeling technique that allows meta-classes from existing meta-models to be extended to adapt them for different purposes. Profiles are comprised of Stereotypes that extend existing meta-classes and Tag values that are standard meta-attributes. Having as starting point the defined profiles, compatible concrete application models can be constructed, whereas the profiles act as guidance for the code generation process. By using separate profiles we have the freedom of performing different combinations of service, context and presentation models. Their interaction is limited to a few relationships allowing to perform modifications on one model or to replace it without the need to re-model the whole application.

5.1. Web services profile

Web services interface descriptions in WSDL can be transferred in UML notation by applying stereotypes that correspond to WSDL elements. There exists a one-to-one mapping between the elements present in WSDL files and the web service model in terms of described port types, operations and messages. This means that if the service models in UML are not available they can be created or even generated using the original WSDL files. The intuitive web service profile widely adopted in similar ways (e.g. in Ref. [23]) is depicted on the left side of Fig. 5, where the values in brackets in each stereotype show the meta-classes it extends. The profile uses stereotypes that represent the web service port type («PortType»), the supported service operations («WsOperation»), the service messages («InMessage» and «OutMessage») that represent input and output messages respectively, the message parts («Part»), which are the attributes found in web service messages, and finally any complex types («ValueObject») used as message parts.

5.2. Context meta-model

The web service profile can be combined with a context metamodel to form a complete profile that allows the modeling of the service and the context information, but also the dependencies between the two. In order to design the service and context model
we will be using a meta-model based on a modified version of the ContextUML meta-model [20]. The meta-model is illustrated in Fig. 5. The relations of the web service and context meta-models are also shown.

The context meta-model extends the existing UML syntax, in order to enable the creation of context-aware service models. The <<Context>> stereotype is used for representing generic context information and is further distinguished into two subtypes: <<AtomicContext>> which is simple context information, directly provided by a context source and <<CompositeContext>> which is an aggregation of atomic or composite contexts. Composite context is formed using the values indicated by other context data, e.g. a high temperature value together with low intensity value for the wind can be aggregated to a good weather indication. The <<SourceAssignment>> dependency relationship associates context attributes with the respective context sources that provide values for these attributes. It is assumed that these context sources are also exposed as web services. The <<Owner>> stereotype associated with <<Context>> classes refers to the owner of the context information (e.g. User for user personal data and preferences, Device for device hardware and software characteristics, etc.).

The mechanisms that realize context-awareness are shown through the <<ContextBinding>> and <<ContextTriggering>> stereotyped relationships. <<ContextBinding>> models the direct association of context information with context-aware objects (operations and messages), which indicates the need for replacement of the service element with the corresponding context information. A <<ContextTriggering>> element has two parts: a set of contextual constraints (<<ContextConstraint>>) expressed in UML’s Object Constraint Language (OCL) [17] and an action (<<ContextAction>>) performed only if all constraints are met.

The context meta-model can be used for expressing three different cases of context adaptation supported by the proposed context management scheme detailed in the previous section:

- **Parameter injection**
  Parameter injection includes the population of operation parameters based on context. One or more parameters values of the request message are replaced with values related to atomic or composite context information (e.g. a parameter representing user language is set to the actual native language of the user instead of the reasonable default “English”).

- **Operation selection**
  In this case the operation contained in the request message is changed to reflect the contextual needs. It is common for a service to aggregate a number of methods providing the same functionality in different ways or with different parameters. The service provider may support a mechanism that proactively selects one of the methods according to the context information found by the context sources. Assuming we have two different payment mechanisms each one provided as a single operation of a payment service the context adaptation can override the default selection based on the preference indicated in the a user profile or elsewhere.

- **Response manipulation**
  Response manipulation refers to the manipulation or the modification of service responses based on context. The adaptation is performed after the service has executed and constructed a response. This can include sorting or filtering operations (e.g. in the case of many results), converting (e.g. currency), etc.

The first two cases are expressed with <<ContextBinding>> relations, whereas <<ContextTriggering>> is used for the last one. Of course combinations of the above categories may also exist. For example, a parameter injection may be followed with a response manipulation.

It should be noted that the above adaptation cases are meaningful for web services, where it is essential to maintain both the SOAP request and response messages’ integrity with respect to the signatures of the implemented WS operations. Indeed regarding the manipulation of a SOAP request, it is either...
possible to change some (or all) of the parameter values with
new, meaningful values depending on the available context data,
or choose another implementation of the desired operation sup-
ported within the target web service. However, it would not be
feasible to change the whole request structure which needs to
adhere to the expected form as described in the WSDL descrip-
tion of the target service or change the initial target service of
the message. Similar restrictions apply to SOAP responses, which
also allow more complex manipulation procedures (e.g. sorting,
filtering and converting) because of the nature of the response
data.

5.3. Presentation profile

The presentation profile represents the presentation layer of
the web application and is used for modeling the UI presentation,
it’s flow and the application navigation properties. It is separate
from the service and context profiles and can also be used for
modeling web applications where no context adaptation mecha-
nism exists. The profile, loosely based on a similar profile used
by the AndroMDA code generator [1], is depicted in Fig. 6 repre-
sented together with a subset of the State Machine class diagram
of the UML specification. The web application flow is modeled
with UML state transition diagrams. State transition diagrams or
state diagrams are used for modeling distinct states of application
objects and dependencies between these states and are thus suit-
able for service flow modeling [8]. Moreover, state transition dia-
grams capture the application characteristics that can be found in
MVC architectures and implementations like Apache Struts and
Spring MVC. Especially the semantics used by the Spring Web
Flow framework in order to describe the controller servlet work-
flow can directly be mapped to the notation elements of UML
state transition diagrams.

Within the framework of an MVC web application, the aim of
the presentation profile is to assist in the generation of the application
controller as well as the view components. The profile comprises of
a number of stereotypes and tags that have different functionality
(e.g. some are used to show exactly how each response is mapped
to elements of the web interface). These tags have the form:
@presentation.web.view.type = text/enumuration_type and
are visible in the diagram of the presentation profile along with
some enumeration types that are used for the tag values.

The «FrontEndView» is the basic stereotype applicable on
states. It refers to elements that are mapped to application view
components. Front end views are associated with operations of
the business web services of the application inserted as activities
in the view (e.g. as state Entry, doActivity or Exit activities). The
«FrontEndAction» stereotype can be applied to transitions be-
tween states and models an action performed on the front end
(usually by the user) that triggers a transition to another state.
Such actions can be a button press, a hyperlink, a field selection,
etc. as specified in the @presentation.web.view.action.xxx
tags. The «FrontEndField» stereotype represents a generic field
in the view (of types usually found in web pages like text, radio
button, check box, etc.), whereas «FrontEndTable» represents a
table with specified row and column values. Apart from modeling
states and transitions, there are cases where we want to maintain
the values of some elements during the whole session, i.e. during
the whole duration of the application(s) interaction with the user.
The «FrontEndSessionObject» stereotype is used to mark these
items, whereas «FrontEndFlowObject» has a shorter scope and
is used to store values for elements that need to be passed between

Fig. 7. The main steps of the context-aware service development methodology.
a small number of views (usually representing a separate use case) and not the whole session.

6. The modeling process

In the modeling phase the developer constructs the concrete UML models that describe the desired application and adhere to the defined profiles. These models are then used in the code generation phase that follows.

The design process can be further broken down into the following actions in the specified order (left side of Fig. 7):

A1. Import of the business service models, if they exist. Otherwise, the WSDL descriptions of the web services are mapped to the model representation in UML following the notation of the web service profile.

A2. Import of the context service models, if they exist. Otherwise, the WSDL descriptions of the web services providing access to the context sources are mapped to the model representation in UML following the notation of the web service profile.

A3. Import (if it already exists) or design of the context model and the source assignment associations between the elements of the context model and the service models that provide access to the context sources designed in the previous step.

A4. Modeling of the relations between the two main models: the business logic and the context model. The type of context adaptation performed for each service (if any) needs to be defined first and then the dependencies are introduced in the form of <ContextBinding> and <ContextTriggering> relationships. Any <Trigger> classes and respective operations needed for response manipulation cases, which were not already available in the above service models, are also imported or designed.

A5. Design of the service flow in a UML state transition diagram using the notation of the presentation profile. The models of the business services are composed to form a web application comprised of states that correspond to application views and transitions that may be associated with parts of web service operation messages. Each state in the state tran-
The above steps can be performed exploiting any modeling tool that supports UML diagrams and introduction of UML profiles. The modeling tool also needs to allow the export of the model in its XML or Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) UML2 [3,7] format. Examples of such tools are MagicDraw and ArgoUML. For the business service and context service models third party services functioning as service components can also be exploited.

7. The transformation process

Once the application has been sufficiently modeled the code generation procedure follows. The transformation is based on the stereotypes and tag values of the UML web service, context and presentation profiles used in the design of the web application. This way the model is mapped to source code and any necessary implementation specific accompanying files to provide a fully functional application (right side of Fig. 7). A transformation tool consisting of a model parser and a code generator has been implemented. As a demonstration case, the implemented code generator targets our context adaptation architecture and Spring MVC and Web Flow web application frameworks. However, the mapping can also be performed considering target implementations based on different web development technologies (e.g. Apache Struts), since the fundamental web application development principles remain the same in all cases and the profiles are generic and abstract enough to support different kind of code mappings.

EMF and the UML2 library that implements the UML 2.0 metamodel in Java, also offered by the Eclipse platform, have been used for the model parsing part together with a number of dedicated tools developed during our work. More precisely, for the model parsing all diagrams are traversed in their EMF format that can be exported either from the modeling tool or from the XMI representation of the model. Afterwards, the presence of specific stereotypes on the model elements read during the parsing (e.g. BusinessService, FrontEndView) triggers the execution of Apache Velocity templates that are responsible for the generation of the actual source code and other files. Velocity offers a variety of tools, but works at its core as a template engine and is widely used for code generation to various file formats (source code, HTML or XML files, etc.). Velocity is implemented in Java and thus a number of Java objects can be added in Velocity Context and then be referred to from Velocity templates. Velocity templates have been designed for all implementation specific files that are to
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be generated (JSP files, web service clients in Java, plugin code in Java, etc.). By including in these templates corresponding operations that access the model information, the generator can add to the source code and configuration files the information present in the model classes, interfaces, attributes, operations, associations, stereotypes and tag values (e.g. the @presentation.web.view.table.columns tag value is used to inject to the application view the names and information to be used in the table rendering).

Specifically, the mapping of model to code based on the applied stereotype definitions and tags is performed as follows:

- **Bean generation**
  Java classes with setters and getters methods for their attributes are generated for each operation message (<InMessage> and <OutMessage> stereotyped classes) found in the model parsing. For the complex types included in the web service operation parameters or return types respective beans are also generated. This information can be found in the WSDL file, and hence in the class diagrams used for the application design.

- **Web service clients**
  A separate client is generated for each of the imported <BusinessService> stereotyped classes included in the model. These are the clients needed to call the WS operations, so the clients are generated in order to allow calls to the appropriate operations through the behaviours defined in the states of the state transition diagram. This way, web service operations are exposed to the client as local methods.

- **Plugins code**
  Appropriate plugins are generated for each <BusinessService> class based on the indirect dependencies specified between the web service elements (operations, in and out messages, etc.) and the context sources. These plugins are generated as children of AbstractQueryPlugin, which is the basic plugin class already provided by the handler of the context management framework. In order to generate the plugins all port types related to business services are parsed. The dependencies of the elements of the services implementing the port types are found and the appropriate plugins that correspond to each context adaptation case are generated:

1. **<porttypename><operationname>InPlugin.java** files are generated for each parameter injection case when the corresponding <ContextBinding> dependency is parsed in the model. For each parameter of the request message the replacement with the actual value retrieved through the context sources is made (if such a dependency exists).

2. **<porttypename>InPlugin.java** files are generated for each operation selection case that is found through the dependency that exists between the port type and the context item in the model. The called operation as specified in the SOAP request is changed to the operation that needs to be called according to the context dependency.

3. **<porttypename><operationname>OutPlugin.java** files are generated for each response manipulation case when the <ContextTriggering> relationship is found in the model.
The SOAP response elements are modified through the triggered operation (they are usually reordered or filtered according to specified constraints).

- **Configuration files**
  A flow.xml file representing the states and transitions and a flow-beans.xml file describing the application context (as defined in Spring MVC and Spring Web Flow) are generated for the state transition diagram. For each plugin generated appropriate entries are put in the handler.xml file containing the plugin and the association definitions. The other configuration files (e.g. web.xml, application-webflow-config.xml and application-servlet-config.xml) are also generated using corresponding templates or filled with the default content used in Spring WebFlow.

- **View files**
  One JSP file is generated for every StereoView stereotyped state. The JSP generation includes the references to the obtained objects that represent the business layer data forwarded by the controller to the view, as well as the events.

![Fig. 11. The flow diagram of the cinema application.](image-url)
leading to the defined transitions, either as form buttons or as hyperlinks. This information is mostly gained through the state diagram tag values on state and transition elements. Note that it is not the objective of this work to specify means for the design of the views; our goal lies in the automatic generation of minimal views which can be enriched independently by a web designer.

8. Demonstration scenario

In order to validate the proposed architecture and development methodology a number of test cases have been carried out during the generator development and model definition in an iterative process. The initial testing involved the introduction of abstract web services that did not provide concrete functionality (e.g. web

Fig. 12. Code generated for the cinema application and the context adaptation plugins.
service A with operations A to E). In the next phase the development of applications consisting of one business service was tested and finally the combination of more web services was included, where the main validation performed lied in the proper behaviour of the generated application. In this section the demonstration of a specific development scenario is used.

8.1. Scenario description

The following scenario is considered: a developer has been assigned with the task of the creation of an application offered to all visitors of the “AllCinemas” cinema area through their handheld devices. The goal is to offer a context-aware web application in order to provide the cinema customers with an overview of the scheduled movies and means to perform a reservation. The developer may exploit existing third party web services or web services exposing functionality of the cinema intranet application. The application integrates three web services; a Greeting service that is used to display a welcome message, a MovieList service that displays to the user the available movies and details for each one of them and a Payment service that allows the user to pay for his tickets. Each of these services is adapted to context. The Greeting service is injected with contextual parameters that represent the user’s name, his native language and his current location. The first two are retrieved from the user’s public profile, whereas the last one is taken from a location service. The MovieList service operation that displays the available movies is adapted first by taking into account the requester’s age in the list of movies to be returned and then by manipulating the service response in order to sort the results based on the film genre preference specified in the user’s profile. Finally, the Payment service adaptation is a case of selection of the appropriate operation (payWithCash or payWithCreditCard) based on the user preferences, whereas a parameter indicating the user language is injected in the respective operation requests as in the GreetingService case.

In the next sections it is shown how this application can be developed by exploiting the proposed architecture and the model-driven development methodology.

8.2. Cinema scenario modeling

For the modeling phase of the use case example the Magicdraw modeling environment was exploited. The business service models each corresponding to a different web service are shown in Fig. 8. The Movie complex type represents information on movie objects and can be extracted from the WSDL description.

The models of the context services follow the same notation, but refer to providers of context information and not business functionality. These services are depicted in Fig. 9 along with the corresponding source assignment relations with the context model that consists of the following context information:

- **Location**: expresses a specific location in terms of country, city, city area and address
- **Profile**: expresses a user profile containing information on the user and his preferences (e.g. nationality, current activity, etc.)

Fig. 13. The handler.xml file for the cinema scenario.
In the case of multiple dependency relationships, instead of relating each part of the context information with the corresponding operation, the \(<\text{SourceAssignment}>\) notation introduced in [25] is used for simplification purposes, while this information is inserted as comment on the dependency, in order to be visible for the code generation process. This notation is also used when modeling the dependencies between the business logic and the context model in the next step. The \(<\text{BusinessService}>\) classes – that present the URL where the web service is available or another access URL in case different kind of services are used – have been omitted from the above class diagrams for presentation purposes. An example of such a tag value is:

\(<\text{BusinessService}>\)endpoint\(=\)http://contextmda.icbnet.ntua.gr:8080/axis2/services/MovieListService.

The result of the modeling step regarding the dependencies between the two main models can be found in Fig. 10. Cases of all three context adaptation categories as well as combinations of them are visible:

- Parameter injection can be seen in the \(<\text{ContextBinding}>\) dependencies deriving from the GreetRequest, MovieListRequest, PayCashRequest and PayCreditCardRequest request messages.
- Operation selection is found in the dependency between the Booking service and the Profile. The selected operation must correspond to the value of the paymentMethod attribute stored in the user profile as expressed in the \(<\text{bind}>\) comment.
- Response manipulation is used in the \(<\text{ContextTriggering}>\) dependency coming out from the MovieListResponse message. The dependency targets the MoviePersonalization trigger and more precisely its operation orderDataOp. The operation is called only if the moviePreference attribute in the user profile has a non-empty value as expressed by the precondition in the constraint which will also be parsed during the generation to assist in determining the behaviour of the generated plugin. Through this action the genre corresponding to the user favourite movies are placed on top of the movie list presented.

The results of the preceding modeling steps are used to perform the last step of the application flow modeling (Fig. 11). The first application view is the user login page (User Login state). When the login button is pressed, an operation for the user authentication to the system is called. In case the user is authenticated successfully (constraint on the transition) the transition to the greet view is performed (Greet the User state). The greet operation of the GreetingService is called before entering the view and the

![Fig. 14. Demonstration of the running application.](image-url)
response message is displayed on user’s screen. At this point two transitions are defined: by pressing the movies link the showMovieList operation is called and the transition to the next view is made (Show Movie List state), whereas transition to Exit state is triggered by pressing the exit link. While on the movie list view, a transition can be made either towards a view showing movie details (Show Movie Details state) or towards the composite booking view (Show Transaction Summary state). The booking view state contains the two states with both operations of the BookingService whose selection depends on the operation selection context adaptation. Apparently, many additional tag values are needed to model the service flow in full – especially for the objects flowing on transitions. Most of these are not visible in Fig. 11, because the modeling software does not display all UML artifacts’ properties on the corresponding diagrams.

8.3. Cinema application mapping

Having as input the above diagrams for the use case scenario web application the corresponding code is generated. Fig. 12 illustrates the generated files for the cinema example. These include the web service clients and the beans for complex types included in the web service operations, the web application deployment descriptor and Spring MVC and Web Flow related configuration files, the handler.xml and the context adaptation plugins. The handler source code is application independent and does not need to be generated.

The handler.xml configuration file that includes the plugins and the associations is shown in Fig. 13. The references to the jar files refer to the result of the execution of the corresponding build.xml ant script (also generated to assist the application and plugin deployment).

A demonstration of the running application for the cinema scenario for a specific context adaptation case is depicted in Fig. 14. After the user logs in the greeting message response of the GreetingService appears in the user’s language (German) taking into account the user’s name (Peter) and location (Malaga). When the user proceeds to the next page the movie list is retrieved from the movie list service taking into account the requester’s age (above 18) and presented to the user ordered according to the user movie genre preferences (action). From the main movie list page the user can view more details for the movie of his choice or book a ticket using the payment method preferred by the user (cash). The message returned by the payment method is also presented in the user language (German).

9. Conclusions

In this article, an architecture for the context adaptation of web applications consisting of web services and a model-driven methodology for the development of such context-aware composite applications have been presented. Starting from the application modeling in UML, a composite web application targeting different implementation platforms is generated. The application design on the modeling level is kept – at a great extent – independent from specific platform implementations and flexible enough to allow the introduction of different code specific mappings. During both the application development and execution phases the service logic and the context adaptation are kept independent providing flexibility and facilitating the application maintenance. For demonstration purposes, the application generation in this paper is targeting widely used platforms and frameworks suitable for the proposed architecture. The described approach combines and extends some of the best qualities of the related work in a common framework:

- Context adaptation is performed on a service interface level and is kept moreover client independent, requiring no specific software on the client-side.
- The modeling is performed in UML notation instead of any proprietary DSL, maintaining compatibility with off-the-shelf UML modeling tools.
- Context adaptation and application modeling are tackled simultaneously resulting in the generation of context-aware web applications without, however, introducing undesirable binding of the application and context adaptation functionality.

The prototype implementation of the presented work, along with the demonstrated example, is available online. We also aim at performing further validation of the approach (e.g. using functionalities offered by online web services) and evaluate it by introducing a number of development metrics (e.g. generation time for different levels of model complexity, number and extent of source code sections where developer intervention may be required, etc.).

In future work we will explore the use of historical context information in the context adaptation of the web application and how it can be handled in a generic context-aware framework. The framework will also address the issue of context storage allowing the storage and retrieval of past context information, as well as the intelligent combination of these past contexts into a resulting composite context. This way other entities can exploit the added information to adapt their behaviour to previous context values or a series of events indicating the user situation context (e.g. series of locations visited may indicate that the user is on a trip). The area of past context values requires however further study following the concerns raised in the paper.
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